Please note that entry to The Harbour Gallery and all associated venues for workshops, demonstrations and exhibitions is free.
All morning workshops start at 10.00am and all afternoon workshops at 2.00pm unless otherwise notified. All workshops LAST 3 HOURS.
A list as to the venue of the workshops will be given to you at the gallery.
All venues are less than 5 minutes walk from the gallery.
We keep all workshops to SMALL numbers to give you MAXIMUM attention with INSPIRATIONAL tutors using QUALITY materials.
IF YOU WISH TO MAKE A BLOCK BOOKING OF 8 OR MORE THERE IS A 10% DISCOUNT.
SCHOOLS PLEASE CONTACT PAT ROBSON FOR STUDENT BOOKINGS AND DISCOUNTS.

WORKSHOPS FOR TUESDAY 11th MARCH AM.
A Ruth Lee ............. Big Knitting
Knit double sided, slip stitch knitting, then explore the technique further by producing a small collection of samples ready to move into a project of your choosing. A sculptural knitting technique with potential for cushions, small rugs and other interior applications. You will be provided with a hank of Colinette Point 5, colour of your choice, coloured wool tops and knitting needles. All of these you can take home. You need to have some experience, cast on cast off and be reasonably confident.
Cost to include all of the above Cost £30

B Christine Witham ............Embellishments for Jewellery
Learn how to make a variety of trimmings using felt, lace, gimp and beads, useful for many craft projects. Combine your treasures to create a corsage or necklace.
All materials provided, Cost £ 20

C Pam Wilson.......... Crochet your own Jewellery
Using basic crochet stitches, selecting and working with different colours and materials and some beadwork. Materials include needles, silk ribbon, nylon cord, fashion yarn, beads. Beginners to intermediates.
The materials are included in the cost. Cost £ 27

D Claire Cawte...............Trap, Slash and Reveal
Create a combination of abstract weave patterns with texture colour and form. A Nuno application will conceal all that is stitched within. Once the surface is felted, slashing in sections or patterns will reveal trapped patterns within. Textured surfaces contrast to soft delicate surfaces.
The materials are included in the cost. Cost £28

........................................

TUESDAY 11th MARCH WORKSHOPS PM.
E Claire Cawte.............Felt and Fray
Using open weave materials remove fibres, these are re-used, other materials will be added eg. wools, ribbons etc. Nuno felting will be introduced and use other form of overlaying. A Shibori technique will also be introduced.
The materials are included in the cost. Cost £27

F Wendy Hughes..............Make a Fascinator or Corsage
A beautiful accessory for a special event, on an alice band, comb or brooch. Cut the fabric on the cross for maximum stretch and curve. Materials used include organzas, nylon filaments and threads.
These materials are included in the cost. Cost £24

G Christine Witham.........Basic Beading Techniques
Design and make a beautiful beaded necklace. Learn basic threading techniques,
choosing beads, threads and findings use them to create your own design. Guidance on colour, design and future more complex projects will be given.

**Materials included in the cost Cost £20**

H Pam Wilson..............Knitted Gifts
Knit a purse or small bag for yourself or as a gift. The method includes basic knitting stitches, combined with threads and adornments. You will create a beautiful little treasure.

**The materials are included in the cost Cost £25**

I WEDNESDAY 12th MARCH A.M.
Jae Maries To Boldly Go........
FOCUS ON BOLD USE OF COLOUR AND DESIGN, BREAK LOOSE, TAKE RISKS, HAVE FUN!

A series of simple but very effective and useful exercises exploring bold colour and strong compositional idea. These will act as exciting triggers for your future creative work making it dynamic and exciting.

**Materials included in the cost. Cost £25**

J Pam Kubas ..............Rag Rugging
Rag Rugging has had a major renaissance over the last few years. Pam will take you through the methods to make a Rag Bag.

**YOU WILL BE PROVIDED WTH THE RUGGER TOOL WHICH YOU WILL KEEP.**

**Cost will include all materials Cost £24**

K Wendy Hughes ..............Soft Sculptural Forms
Manipulating transparent fabric into 3D forms using nylon filament for structural support.

**Materials used...organzas, nylon filament and threads.**

**Materials included in cost Cost £24**

L Ruth Lee ..............Lost and Found
Experimental knitting, incorporates found objects into knitted structures and surfaces inspired by the sea and the beach. Also explore the use of recycled materials, knitting needles will be supplied you will be able to take these home with you to finish your work.

This is a very exciting workshop with wonderful opportunities for students

**Materials included but please bring any little “FOUND” pieces with you Cost £25**

JENNY RAYMENT HAS UNFORTUNATELY DOUBLE BOOKED AND ONLY REALIZED AFTER WE HAD GONE TO PRINT, SHE SENDS HER APOLOGIES, BONNIE MCKERRACHER IS TAKING HER PLACE. BONNIE IS A VERY POPULAR TUTOR IN JERSEY.

M Bonnie Mckerracher..............Sheer stitched Applique
Applique can be used to add finishing touches to Quilts and Bookcovers, even belts.....using thread and organza. We will embroider several designs for you to use as future embellishments.

**Cost includes materials Cost £25**

WEDNESDAY 12th MARCH PM.
N Jae Maries.........Design With The Dynamic Of Stitch.
Stitch can contribute to form, scale and texture. This workshop will heighten the awareness of the effectiveness of stitch. Students will achieve a selection of dynamic designs which can become the basis of new work.

**All materials will be included in cost Cost £25**

O Pam Wilson.........Crochet Your Own Jewellery
Crochet a necklace and or a bracelet, selecting and working with different colours and
materials, combine with beadwork. Materials include silk ribbon, nylon cord, fashion yarn and beads.

All materials are included in cost Cost £27

P Claire Cawte............Trap Slash and Reveal
Please see all details of this workshop on Tuesday am. Workshop details.

PQ Wendy Hughes........Make a Fascinator or Corsage
Please see all the details of this workshop on Tuesday am.
Q Bonnie Mckerracher........Inside Outside Quilt!
I love trees and wallhangings, I made “Playing Tig” a little hanging to flutter among the branches of a tree. Using recycled plastic you will make an attractive quilt to hang either inside or out.

All materials included Cost £ 25

R THURSDAY 13th. MARCH AM.
Jae Maries............Design with a Dynamic Stitch
Please see details of this workshop content and cost on Wednesday pm. Details.

S Maggie Grey.........Tearable Textures
Work with felt, gesso and texturing agents. Make a bonded background featuring lettering. Use heat techniques to build up surfaces that can be impressed, stamped, painted and guilded. Add stitch and beads to make a small panel or a texture notebook.

All materials included in the cost Cost £25

T Pam Wilson............
Please see details of this workshop content and cost on Tuesday pm. details

U Wendy Hughes...........Soft Sculptural Forms
Please see details of this workshop content and cost on Wednesday am. Details.

V THURSDAY 13th MARCH PM
Maggie Grey ............Tearable textures
Please see details of this workshop content and cost on Thursday am.

W Pam Wilson..........Crochet Your Own Jewellery
Please see details of this workshop content and cost on Wednesday pm. Details

X Jae Maries...........To Boldly Go............
Please see details of this workshop content and cost on Wednesday am details

Y Claire Cawte.........Recyle and Felt
Basic felt making with an addition of recycled fibres, especially woollen jumpers and scarves. Designs and ideas can be translated into a tactile textile collage. Recycled materials can be applied to a base to create a surface design of picture or pattern. Cutting of old clothes and jumpers can add colour and texture to create an abstract art piece. To suit children and adults on many levels of age and special ability.

All materials included in the cost Cost £26

FRIDAY 14th. MARCH AM.
Z Alysne Midgelow Marsden..........Wild Wire Weaving
Weave metal, metal mesh, wires and beads to produce excitingly textured surfaces. A great intro into manipulation of these versatile media.

All materials included in the cost Cost £26
AA Christine Witham........Lace and Beaded Ornament
Make a beautiful pendant or brooch using vintage lace, fabric paints, beads and spangles.
Use a range of simple techniques to create your own design, add a pin or ribbon to complete a brooch or pendant.
All materials included in the cost Cost £20

BB Bonnie Mckerracher........Catch and Carry Pouch and Scissor Amulet
Using a combination of decorative stitches, yarns and threads. Make useful accessories to take to your sewing class/group. You will be shown how to make decorative cords with a multitude of uses.
All materials included in cost Cost £25

CC Ruth Lee........Empress
Adorn the hand and arm with simple to make wire knitted accessories in delicate open work stitch patterns embellished with beads and knitted add-ons. Wires will be supplied and you will be able to take home your needles to continue your work. AT LEAST PLAIN AND PEARL LEVEL.
All materials included in the cost Cost £ 26

DD Jenny Mahy .....Food For Thought
Apples and Pears, 3D Felt Making Workshop use merino wool tops and a few strands of silk fibres
All the materials included in the cost , Cost £24

FRIDAY 14th MARCH PM.
EE Alysn Midgelow Marsden..........Precious Metal Book Cover
Transform a sketchbook into a treasured possession with a pretty panel stitched and embellished with and metal meshes.
All materials included in the cost, also a quality sketchbook of your choice Cost £29

FF Maggie Grey ...........Tearable Textures
Please see the details of this workshop on Thursday am. Workshop details.

GG Familles Rurales De Josselin

Tradional form of embroidery from Provence, similar to Trapunto, worked by hand. Classes have an english translator.
All materials included in the cost Cost £20

II Bonnie Mckerracher.......Inside Out Quilt
Please see all the details of this workshop on Wednesday pm. Workshop details.

JJ Ruth Lee ......Big Knitting Workshop
Please see all the details of this workshop on Tuesday am. Workshop details.

KK SATURDAY 15th MARCH AM.
Maggie Grey.........Tearable Textures
Please see all the details of this workshop on Thursday am. Workshop details.

LL Naomi Renouf.......Paint, Layer, Slash, Embellish.
Produce a colourful textured panel using the above methods.
All materials included in the cost Cost £24
MM Alysn Midgelow Marsden.........Wild Wire Weaving
Please see all the details of this workshop on Thursday am. Workshop details.

NN Familles Rurales De Josselin Boutis Work
Please see all the details of this workshop on Friday pm. Workshop details.

OO Claire Cawte........Recycle and Felt
Please see all the details of this workshop on Thursday pm. Workshop details.

SATURDAY 15th MARCH PM.
PP Maggie Grey ............Tearable Textures
Please see all the details of this workshop on Thursday am. Workshop details.

QQ Alysn Midgelow Marsden.......Precious Metal Book Cover
Please see all the details of this workshop on Friday pm. Workshop details.

RR Naomi Renouf ........Paint, Layer, Slash, Embellish.
Please see all the details of this workshop on Saturday am. Workshop details.

SS Wendy Hughes...........Make a fascinator or Corsage
Please see all the details of this workshop on Tuesday pm. Workshop details.

TT Ruth Lee........Lost and Found
Please see all the details of this workshop on Wednesday am. Workshop details.

UU SUNDAY 16th. MARCH AM.
Alysn Midgelow Marsden..........Wild Wire Weaving
Please see all the details of this workshop on Saturday am. Workshop details.

VV Christine Witham ........Embellishments for Jewellery
Learn to make a variety of trimmings using felt, lace, gimp and beads, useful for many craft projects.
All materials included in the cost Cost £

WW Jenny Mahy........Food for Thought
Please see all the details of this workshop on Friday am. Workshop details.

AAA Wendy Hughes.........Soft Sculptural Forms
Please see all the details of this workshop on Wednesday am. Workshop details.

BBBB Ruth Lee.......Empress
Please see all the details of this workshop on Friday am. Workshop details.

CCC Claire Cawte.........Trap, Slash and Reveal
Please see all the details of this workshop on Tuesday am. Workshop details.

DDD Christine Witham..........Lace and Beaded Ornament
Please see details of this workshop on Friday am. Workshop details.

EEE Pam Kubas.........Rag Rugging
Please see details of this workshop on Wednesday am. Workshop details.
JO`S SILVER CLAY/TEXTILE WORKSHOPS

No experience needed for these courses.

ZZ Buttons
Learn how to make a silver clay button ready to wear, cast your finished piece. Cost £22.00 inc.

YY Surface Pattern
Students will be shown how to achieve a surface pattern on silver which when complete can be used as a pin a piece of jewellery or an attachment incorporating the texture of your material. Cost £26.00 inc.

XX Colour
Using skills developed in working with the metal clay students will be shown how to apply colour. Students can use an item they have previously made or they can purchase a pre-made piece Cost £25.00 inc.

Equipment: A notebook

ALL JO`S WORKSHOPS LAST 2 HOURS, STARTING 11.00AM AND 2.00PM
Tuesday am. ZZ ; Tuesday pm. YY ; Wednesday am. XX ; Wednesday am. ZZ; Thursday am YY ; Thursday pm XX ; Friday am ZZ ; Friday pm YY ; Saturday am. XX; Saturday pm. ZZ ; Sunday am. YY ; Sunday pm XX.

Name ...................................................Tel. No....................... Course
Name..........................Day..........................CODE..........

Please enclose a cheque for the correct amount made out ART IN THE FRAME.

...............................................................

You can find out more about us on www.MNLG.com
Contact us on Tel. 01534 853395 Fax. 01534 8954690 email partintheframe@yahoo.co.uk

HELEN JORDAN.....ongoing on Helen`s stand.........

An invitation to visitors to add a few stitches to a piece of freeform knitting and crochet. This item will be completed after the event and used in fundraising for Art in the Frame Jersey charity no. 238.

Childrens after school and weekend 1 hour workshops;
1, Try Knitting; 2, Try Crochet; 3, Finger Knitting; 4, Plaiting or Braiding; 5, Yarn Wrapping.
Charge £5.00 per. Hour...........Book on the day. Workshops start at 4.00pm weekdays. On Saturday and Sunday workshops start at 11.00am. 12.30pm. 2.00pm 3.30pm.

HELEN WILL ALSO BE RUNNING 1 HOUR WORKSHOPS FOR ADULTS, PLEASE WITH HELEN.

ART IN THE FRAME..........are delighted to welcome back to Jersey JENNIFER GAIL, we know how very popular her beautiful range of threads, felts and velvets have become with textile artists in the Channel Islands. Jennifer will be demonstrating how her threads, felts and velvets can be combined to create exciting work on the embellisher. Jennifer will be demonstrating on a VIKING HUSQVARNA EMBELLISHER, there is an opportunity to purchase these embellishers less VAT after the Showcase. Please Discuss this opportunity at the
Husqvarna display section.